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GREEN FIELD DEVELOPMENT

Large metros in India, so far, witnessed urban growth with 'development' being concentrated around them. Often, it has resulted in a 

kind of 'urban agglomerations' that engulfed the surrounding small and medium scale towns. The resultant 'mega-city' formations, 

somehow, 'fit' within the popular concepts of 'global suburbs' and 'seamless cities' and offer possibilities of large-scale land 

acquisition resulting in urbanization of 'Greenfield' sites. Surprisingly, in these situations too, processes and techniques of planned 

urbanization still continue to follow, rather unimaginatively, the available 'planning models' of cities like Delhi. 'Special Economic 

Zones' (SEZ) in India are often proposed in similar locations and sites all over the country. Accessibility to improved communication 

system, proximity to transit corridors, and above all, cheaper land-price, are motivating factors for such trends in 'urban 

development' creating alternative locations for 'implanted' work places. 

Such projects bring serious contradictions to the fore, including the conflict between aspirations of local population and ambitions of 

global community; between agricultural development and industrial progress; between economic priority and ecological potential; 

between the farmers and the capitalists and above all, between the public entity of the State and the private enterprises. However, 

any large-scale Greenfield project gives an opportunity to build a city with vision and imagination and a 'freedom' to set an example 

of an urbanism for the future. All these tensions between various interests and opportunities lead to a 'Paradoxical' situation from 

which emerge necessary urban conditions and responses …

A couple of urban design research attempted to underline possible methods, techniques and critiques of dealing with large-scale 

planning and urban design projects on 'Greenfield sites'.
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In 2006, three small/medium towns in Haryana, Rewari, Bawal and Dharuhera, were observed. Having altered the scale and nature 

of these towns, the proposed Master Plan for 2021 clearly indicated huge urbanization and conceived a 'seamless' and unified urban 

agglomeration, which would, in turn, cause tremendous transformations in the physical, social and economic fabric of Rewari, Bawal 

and Dharuhera. Existing towns were documented, mapped and analyzed. SWOT Analysis, Structure Plans and detail urban design 

explorations were taken up for Greenfield sites, older precincts, and the margins between the two.

In 2007, urban design research explored possible strategies for the proposed Reliance Haryana SEZ (RHSEZ) project, a joint 

venture between Reliance Industries Limited and the Haryana State Government, spreading over around about 15000 hectares of 

'farm land' near Gurgaon (close to Delhi) in Haryana. The quality and the way of living were main concerns for drawing up fifteen 

alternative master plans based on a common land use composition and corresponding urban morphology options. 
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